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ABOUT THIS DISH   
 

Lasagne Beneventane is the typical Easter dish of the city of Benevento (see photo below), 

a small, ancient city and comune in the region of Campania, around 30 miles northeast 
of Napoli. This dish was originally created for Carnevale, but seemed to be an ideal choice 
to bring along to traditional Easter Monday picnics. 
This is a unique and elaborately-prepared lasagne, and can rarely be found outside of the 
walls of Benevento. In fact, many of us within the Pasta Evangelists team were unfamiliar 
with the dish, but our new recruit, Amalia, who hails from Benevento, was keen to ensure 
her city’s gastronomic tradition enjoy its place in the sun. And with this 
unique lasagne filled with polpette - or meatballs - we could see no good reason to object. 

The rich, beef ragù used in this dish is slow-cooked for such a time that the so-called 
“lasagna day” of Benevento is a real festivity, with nonne e bambini alike rolling up their 
sleeves in joyful participation.   
Lasagne were first describes in one of the bibles of Italian cooking, ‘L’Arte di mangiare 
bene’ (The Art of cooking well), originally pubblished in 1891 by Pellegrino Artusi (see 
below). 
 

METHOD 
1. Put a baking sheet in the oven and preheat to 200C. 
2. Once the oven is up to temperature, remove the lid from the lasagne and place the 

tray on the hot baking sheet. 
3. Bake for 10-12 minutes, or until heated through. 
4. Use a fish slice to remove the lasagne from the foil tray. 
5. Cover with the grated parmesan 

6. Buon appetito! 
 

INGREDIENTS (allergens in bold): Fresh pasta (Wheat flour, Egg), Beef, Tomatoes, Onion, 

Celery, Carrot, Garlic, Olive oil, Mozzarella, Grana Padano, Milk, Butter, Wheat flour 

GARNISH INGREDIENTS: parmesan cheese 

 

Keep refrigerated, consume within 3 days of delivery 

FREEZING 

The product can be frozen (ideally on day of delivery) and keeps for 2 months in the freezer. The 

lasagne needs to be defrosted overnight in the fridge.   

This food has been prepared in a kitchen that also prepares molluscs, mustard, nuts, gluten, fish, 

crustaceans, and therefore may contain traces of these. 
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